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Chapter 1501 

“This…what can I do…” Sun Lan was completely out of control after crying. 

Mrs. Tang was also panicked at this moment, “Could it be that someone really 

changed it… Who is it that kills thousands of swords!” 

Tang Shan: “Isn’t it okay to have a teacher to testify?” 

Sun Lan: “Just now people said it’s too bad! Besides, I don’t know if the 

teacher made a mistake…Who knows if the teacher will come out to testify in 

order to avoid responsibility…” 

As soon as the words fell, the faces of the three of them were covered with 

despair… 

Tang Nuo’s expression was blank, and he picked up the phone again after a 

while. 

He also called the County Education Bureau, the Examination Institute, the 

school and other places, and all he got was a formulaic answer. If the transfer 

proves that it is indeed Xijiang, then there is no other way but to go to Xijiang. 

“Is there really no other way?” Sun Lan looked dazed. 

Tang Shan squatted there smoking a cigarette, “We have no power or 

influence… What else can we do… We can only accept this dumb fault…” 

The old lady Tang was panting with anger, “How can it be done! This matter is 

endless! I will try my best to seek justice for Xiao Nuo! At worst, I will sleep in 

front of the admissions office every day! I don’t believe it No one cares!” 



Tang Shan said helplessly, “Mom, you are already so old, so don’t worry about 

it. The old Niu’s family in the next village has been arguing about his son for 

three years without any results. A few days ago, someone blocked you.” You 

broke your leg, we have no power, no one will listen to you…” 

Tang Nuo’s face was pale, “Grandma, don’t be impulsive… Forget it… At worst, 

I will retake the exam for a year…” 

Selena’s status was rather embarrassing, and it was not easy for her to meddle 

in the affairs of the Tang family, but now she had to say, “I’ll make a call later 

and see if I can find someone to help.” 

As soon as the words fell, everyone in the Tang family looked at her. 

“Selena…you…can you find someone to help?” Sun Lan asked with suppressed 

excitement, and Tang Shan also looked over. 

Selena thought about her words, “It shouldn’t be a big problem, don’t worry 

too much.” 

The old lady Tang immediately snorted coldly, and said in a bad mood, “You 

are not a small tone, what can you do as an actor…” 

Tang Nuo didn’t know what to think of, and suddenly showed a disturbed 

expression, pulled Selena aside and said, “Sister, I’m really fine, don’t bother 

others for me!” 

He knew that Selena’s relationship with the Ning family was not good, and 

that he could rely on himself to get to where he is today, and he didn’t want 

her to beg for him. 

Selena smiled nonchalantly, “What’s the trouble, I’m looking for your brother-

in-law!” 



“Huh? Sister…brother-in-law? I have a brother-in-law?” Tang Nuo was stunned 

for a moment. 

“I’ll tell you later, I’ll make a phone call first.” Selena patted Tang Nuo on the 

shoulder, and then went to the back of the house to make a phone call. 

“Hello?” A man’s reassuring voice came from the other end of the phone. 

“Hey, sweetheart… I may have something to ask you for…the thing I 

mentioned to you last night…” 

“What about your brother’s acceptance letter?” 

“Yes, Xiao Nuo’s wish was probably tampered with…” 

“Okay, I see. I’ll give you an answer as soon as possible.” The reply on the 

other end of the phone was simple and clear. 

… 

When Selena came back from the phone call, Sun Lan immediately greeted 

her, “Selena, have you called yet? What did they say?” 

“He said he would give me an answer as soon as possible,” Selena replied. 

Chapter 1502 

Hearing this ambiguous response, both Sun Lan and Tang Shan were a little 

disappointed, while Mrs. Tang was busy calling and looking for someone to 

help. 

“By the way, Selena, who are you looking for? Is it reliable?” Tang Shan asked. 

“Well, my boyfriend.” Selena didn’t hide anything. 



Sun Lan was a little surprised, “Ah, Selena, you have a boyfriend? What does 

the other party do?” 

Selena: “For business.” 

The old lady Tang, who had just finished making the phone call, had a 

disapproving expression on her face, “What kind of skills can a businessman 

have? If you want to find one, you should find an official! Don’t waste time and 

affect Xiao Nuo…” 

Selena didn’t refute Old Madam Tang’s words, but just listened quietly. 

Regarding Selena’s phone call, none of the members of the Tang family 

expressed any hope, they were running around like headless chickens trying to 

find a way… 

Tang Nuo was quite interested in this unmasked “brother-in-law”, and 

approached Selena to ask a lot of questions. 

“Sister, do you really have a boyfriend?” 

“Why did I lie to you!” 

“Handsome or not? Brother Su…uh… No, is he more handsome than Su Zha?” 

“Nonsense, of course he’s more handsome than him!” 

… 

In the twinkling of an eye, it was evening, and it was getting darker and darker. 

The Tang family was at a loss, and there was no news from Selena. 

“Selena, did your boyfriend get back to you?” With nothing to do, Sun Lan 

could only pin her last hope on Selena. 



Selena shook her head, “Not yet.” 

Although there was no news from Daniel, Selena was in no hurry and didn’t 

call to remind her. 

How could she doubt her family’s ability to handle affairs. 

“Oh…” Sun Lan suddenly looked disappointed. 

Finally, it was completely dark. 

Tang Shan couldn’t sit still anymore, “Selena, there is no news yet? Why don’t 

you call and ask?” 

“What are you asking? You really expect her to be an actor who doesn’t make 

it to the stage…” Mrs. Tang was worried about her grandson, and now she was 

getting angry, and her tone was getting worse and worse. 

She doesn’t care which young lady she is, in her eyes, she is just a white-eyed 

wolf who has eaten so many years of their Tang family’s life for nothing! 

So she said that her daughter is a loser, and it is useless to raise a fart, and it is 

an eyesore… 

“Boom boom boom…” 

Suddenly, there was a knock on the door, which sounded very clear in the 

dead silence of the house. 

“Who is it so late?” Sun Lan stretched her head to look. 

“Let me drive it!” Tang Nuo said as he walked towards the door. 

“Squeak” opened the door, and the next second, Tang Nuo froze in place, 

staring blankly at the tall figure standing in front of the door. 



The man was wearing a well-tailored iron-gray formal suit and a dark-pattern 

tie. He stood at the door with his back to the night like a breeze and a bright 

moon. It made people feel that the small and dark house suddenly brightened 

up… 

Tang Nuo’s mind immediately came up with the four words “Flourishing and 

Brilliant”. 

“You…you are…” Tang Nuo stared blankly at the handsome and dignified man 

in front of him, suddenly thought of something, and suddenly his eyes lit up, 

“Could it be…you are my brother-in-law?” 

When the man heard the word “brother-in-law”, his cold eyes moved slightly, 

and he glanced at the young man, “Are you Selena’s younger brother, Tang 

Nuo?” 

“Uh, yes, I’m Tang Nuo!” Tang Nuo nodded hurriedly. 

Hearing this, the man raised his hand. 

Only then did Tang Nuo realize that the man was holding a big envelope in his 

hand, and asked puzzled, “This is it?” 

The man directly handed the envelope to his brother-in-law, “Meeting 

ceremony.” 

“Ah?” Tang Nuo looked blank, subconsciously took it, and was about to 

politely decline, but after scanning a few words on the envelope, his 

expression suddenly changed. 

Seeing that the sender on the envelope was Imperial University, he hurriedly 

opened the envelope and took a look…the admission letter from Imperial 

University! 



Chapter 1503 

“Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!! 

Tang Nuo suddenly shouted excitedly at the door, Tang Shan, Sun Lan, Mrs. 

Tang and Selena all walked towards the door together… 

Then the four of them saw a man standing at the door, and Tang Nuo was 

holding an envelope in his hand, looking extremely excited. 

“Sister! Look! Record… an admission letter! An admission letter from Imperial 

University!” 

“What…Xiao Nuo, where did you come from!” Sun Lan, Tang Shan, and Mrs. 

Tang surrounded her all at once, and Selena was also full of surprise. 

“Brother-in-law… Brother-in-law gave it to me just now! He said it was a gift 

for me!” Tang Nuo put it in his arms like a baby, and then took it out one by 

one to show his parents and grandma. 

Uh…meeting ceremony… 

Selena looked at the man standing at the door opposite, and the corner of her 

mouth twitched slightly. 

Nima, she knew that the Great Demon King was reliable, but she never 

expected it to be so reliable! 

He actually sent the admission letter from Imperial University directly… 

And how long has it been since she called? It’s only half a day! Excluding the 

time he drove here, he probably got this notice in less than an hour… 



I just knelt down… 

Tang Nuo and the others were agitated over there. Selena walked up to Daniel 

and couldn’t help sighing, “Your speed…is too fast…” 

Daniel: “It’s the first time you’ve asked me for help.” 

Rarely does his wife need him. 

Selena suddenly coughed lightly, “Uh…” 

Why did Daniel feel a little sad when he said this? 

It seemed that she had never asked Daniel to do anything for her… This time it 

was because of Tang Nuo that she spoke… 

“This…is this really the admission letter from Imperial University?” Sun Lan was 

in disbelief. 

After all, their family made countless phone calls and traveled to countless 

places today, and the replies they received were helpless. Who would have 

known that with just one phone call from Selena, the admission letter from 

Imperial University would be delivered directly to their door. 

“Xiao Nuo, did you see clearly?” Mrs. Tang was startled and anxious. 

“I read it word by word, there is nothing wrong, and there is also the seal of 

Imperial University…” Tang Nuo said excitedly. 

“Selena, what’s your boyfriend’s name? Thank you so much this time! Thank 

you so much!” Sun Lan asked. 

“His… surname is Ke.” Out of caution, Selena still didn’t share Daniel’s real 

information. 



“It turned out to be Mr. Ke, I really don’t know how to thank you!” 

“Brother-in-law, how did you do it? They all said that I can’t change my wish!” 

“I found a friend to help, and you have a teacher to testify, so it’s not a big 

problem.” Daniel explained simply. 

Although it was an understatement, everyone in the Tang family knew that 

things would definitely not be that easy. If it wasn’t for the help of Selena’s 

boyfriend this time, they would have suffered a lot… 

Granny Tang held the admission notice in her hand, and she was overjoyed. 

She didn’t expect that this girl could really help this time. It’s not in vain to 

raise her for eighteen years. Anyway, she still knows how to help Her brother is 

much better than that dead girl who flew up to a branch and forgot about Ben 

and never came back! 

Look at the man this girl is looking for… Although I don’t know what kind of 

family background he is, but just looking at his appearance… I really have 

nothing to say, she looks much better than the young master of the Su 

family… 
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Mrs. Tang walked up to Daniel, and said happily, “This…Mr. Ke, right? This 

time, our Xiao Nuo matter is really troublesome to you. You must be hungry 

after traveling so far, so you must stay to eat A meal!” 

Daniel didn’t speak, but looked at Selena. 

Tang Nuo hurriedly said to Selena, “Sister, brother-in-law is here for the first 

time, so of course he wants to stay for dinner! I still have a lot to say to 

brother-in-law!” 

When we meet for the first time, what can we say? 



Listening to Tang Nuo’s one brother-in-law without hindrance, Selena was a 

little amused, “Okay.” 

So, Mrs. Tang was busy and happy to cook and cook in person, and greeted 

her son and daughter-in-law in a hurry, “Lanzi, go catch and kill the chickens 

in the yard, Ah Shan, go and kill the chickens in the yard.” Dig out that altar of 

good wine in the garden for me, Xiao Nuo, go pick some vegetables from the 

field… Our food is so fresh here… You people in the city can’t eat it…” 

After finishing speaking, he looked at Selena again, “You girl, what are you 

doing standing there, why don’t you take your partner to sit in the room and 

make tea for him, using the tea leaves in the red pot, which I bought from the 

town Yes! There are dried fruits in the drawer, take them out and eat…” 

Selena opened the red pot and made a cup of tea for Daniel. She couldn’t 

help but lament that Daniel was too godDmned, even a difficult person like 

the Tang family’s grandma was completely bribed at the first meeting. 

“Thanks to you, the old lady’s attitude towards me has never been so good…” 

Daniel stroked the girl’s hair, his eyes filled with distress. 

Selena knew what he was thinking and said with a quick smile, “It’s over, your 

kindness to me has already made up for all my badness…” 

at the dinner table. 

Tang Shan was drunk, “Selena, Dad toast you…The last time those people 

borrowed money and didn’t pay back…you helped solve it…Our Tang family 

owes you too much…it is our Tang family I am so sorry…” 

“Old Tang, you drank too much!” Sun Lan hurriedly stopped Tang Shan in 

embarrassment. 



Mrs. Tang frowned when she heard this, “Is it also the girl who solved the 

matter last time?” 

“It was my sister who tried to scare them, otherwise, how could those 

hooligans pay back the money obediently!” Tang Nuo didn’t say that Selena 

beat her up because she was afraid that grandma would be prejudiced against 

Selena. 

Old Madam Tang remained silent, the pent-up anger and Du Selena’s 

dissatisfaction dissipated a lot, so this girl has a conscience. 

Because of the matter of holding the wrong daughter, she has been holding 

back her anger for a long time, not to mention raising someone else’s 

daughter for nothing, and whether her own daughter will come back, how can 

there be such a thing! 

After Tang Nuo’s matter was resolved, the members of the Tang family began 

to think about another important issue… 

“Xiao Nuo’s first choice in the volunteer letter… how did it become that Xijiang 

University?” Sun Lan said in a deep voice. 

“I’m sure I made no mistakes!” Tang Nuo said firmly. 

At this time, Daniel said, “The process here is not very standardized. There are 

many opportunities to be tampered with in the process from collecting 

volunteers to entering the system. If the other party does it secretly, they can 

completely hide it.” 

As Daniel spoke, his eyes flickered slightly, he paused, and continued, “You 

guys better think about whether you have offended someone recently.” 

“Offended someone? No… No… Who can we offend? It’s not those gangsters, 

right? They have left Chunfeng Town a long time ago…” Tang Shan frowned. 



Sun Lan thought for a long time, but she couldn’t think of who it would be. 

At this time, Mrs. Tang stood up suddenly, “I know who it is! It’s that girl! It 

must be that dead girl!” 
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“Mom… Who are you talking about?” Sun Lan asked suspiciously. 

Old Madam Tang pointed at Sun Lan’s face, and said angrily, “Who else! It’s 

not the good daughter you gave birth to! She doesn’t want Xiao Nuo to go to 

the imperial capital to hinder her eyes. Didn’t she push you to let her go to the 

capital a while ago? Will Xiao Nuo change his mind?” 

Sun Lan was stunned for a moment, as if she hadn’t thought about this 

possibility at all, “This…it’s impossible! I’ve already explained to Susie that only 

Xiao Nuo will go to the capital by himself, and I won’t go with Xiao Nuo. And 

she will never let Xiao Nuo disturb her life… She agreed to it at the time, and 

didn’t say anything…” 

Susie urged Sun Lan to make Xiao Nuo change her mind? 

Selena frowned when she heard this, she thought it was strange what she had 

volunteered for, but now it seems that her guess was right, Susie probably did 

it. 

Although she suspected it from the beginning, she never mentioned it from 

the beginning to the end. If this matter came out of her mouth, it would 

become sowing discord. 

And when Daniel touched the bystander, the old lady immediately thought of 

Susie… 

Mrs. Tang was completely blown away at the moment, “You idiot, do you 

believe what she says? Who can our Tang family offend, and have the ability 



to secretly change Xiao Nuo’s wish! She is now rich in the imperial capital The 

eldest lady of the family is now the young mistress of the Su family. It is not 

easy to do these dirty and immoral things! Who else but her! 

I was careless, I was careless, I didn’t think of it… almost ruined Xiao Nuo’s 

future! Why is this woman so vicious and ruthless… What kind of evil did our 

Tang family do…” 

Granny Tang patted her legs and began to howl. 

Tang Shan was woken up by the old lady’s howling, and hurriedly persuaded, 

“Mom… Mom, calm down… There is no evidence for this… After all, Xiao Nuo 

is her real brother… I think Susie It shouldn’t be…” 

“You two are out of stock, and you still can’t figure it out. Xiao Nuo will be 

killed by you sooner or later!” Mrs. Tang said with hatred on her face, “This 

debt collector! She is the one who brought trouble to our Tang family! She is 

afraid that others will find out that she is Going out of the ravine made her 

lose face, how could she let it go…” 

“Mom, there may be some misunderstanding here, let me call Susie tomorrow 

and ask about it?” 

“Why are you asking, is it possible that she can still admit the good deeds she 

has done?” Mrs. Tang glared at Sun Lan fiercely, hugged Tang Nuo and cried 

again, then looked at Selena and Daniel as if they were saviors. 

“Xi girl! Although Xiao Nuo is not your own brother, he has been your sibling 

for eighteen years. When Xiao Nuo goes to the imperial capital, you must help 

him!” 

Tang Nuo was a little embarrassed when he heard that, “Grandma! I don’t 

need my sister’s help! I can do it myself!” 



Before Selena could speak, Daniel on the side said, “Selena has always loved 

this little brother Tang Nuo, not a real brother, but closer than a real brother. 

So far, she has never asked me to do anything for her. This is the first time I 

have asked me to help. After Tang Nuo goes to the imperial capital, we will 

definitely take good care of him without you saying anything.” 

Having said this, Daniel changed the subject, “It’s just that, Mrs. Tang, you 

must know that Selena is just a small artist, and I only have a little money. This 

time I was lucky enough to meet a friend in the education department. It only 

helps to be appointed. Therefore, if you, a very powerful enemy, are not 

reconciled and want to do something to Tang Nuo in the future, we are afraid 

that there is nothing we can do.” 

Chapter 1506 

Daniel’s words were reasonable and there was no problem. 

The old lady Tang immediately said harshly, “Girl Xi, Mr. Ke, you just need to 

help take care of my little Nuo. As for that little ba5tard, my old woman has 

her own way to deal with her!” 

Although Susie is the Tang family’s own flesh and blood, Sun Lan and Tang 

Shan also miss this daughter a lot, but in Mrs. Tang’s heart, nothing is as 

important as her grandson. The daughter-in-law has to stand aside, even if she 

fights to the death, she won’t let her harm her precious grandson. 

Daniel said that on purpose because he knew this. 

He knew that for Selena, the Tang family was her weakness, and the best way 

to deal with Susie was through the Tang family’s own hands… 

Because Daniel’s company had a meeting the next day, Selena and Daniel 

drove back to the imperial capital after dinner. 



The two of them didn’t get together for long after they returned, and they 

were both busy. Recently, Daniel was very busy, and Selena was also very busy. 

Ling Zhizhi has just helped her sign a first-line brand endorsement that several 

big names including Susie are vying for. The script of the new movie is also 

being selected. Zeling is preparing for this year’s Lorraine Fashion Week. If all 

goes well, the plan It will be available next year. 

Everything on Zeling’s side is on the right track. Unlike before, Selena needs to 

keep an eye on it, but Selena still took the time to go there in person at such a 

critical time. Fortunately, the filming of “Nine Heavens” went smoothly. It will 

be finished in a few days. 

Daniel’s roles have all ended. Mo Chenxiu has finally rested his mind since that 

time at KTV. Even Meng Shiyi, who has been troubling her all the time, has 

been unusually quiet lately. It’s a blessing in disguise. Her little life in the crew 

is very leisurely . 

Finally, after filming today’s scene, Yun Shen is about to wrap up, and she can 

finally be completely liberated. 

Selena was drinking juice and humming a little song, when a faint voice 

suddenly came from beside her, “You’re in a good mood?” 

Yun Shen sat down on the luxurious massage chair beside her, and while 

talking to her, he was fiddling with a Swiss Army knife in his hand. 

The knife was flying up and down quickly in his hand, and it was frightening to 

see… 

Selena frowned, and at the moment the knife flew into the air, she snatched it 

with her hands, put it into the scabbard and threw it to Yun Shen’s bodyguard, 

with an extremely cold voice: “Yun, are you trying to die?” 



The bodyguard hurriedly took the knife, and watched his boss’s reaction 

timidly. 

I saw that Yun Shen was stunned for a moment, there seemed to be no angry 

look on his face, and there were layers of deceptive smiles in his monstrous 

eyes, “Honey, are you worried about me?” 

Selena’s face darkened, “Narcissism is a disease, it needs to be cured! I feel 

sorry for Annie, okay?” 

It’s not that this guy doesn’t know his own situation, and he still plays such 

dangerous things. With such a careless boss, she really feels tired for his 

subordinates. 

Yun Shen propped his forehead, and stared at the girl beside him without 

blinking, “Honey, you’re so cute when you say things that you don’t mean…” 

Selena: “…I love you uncle!” 

Yun Shen: “Every time you talk about my uncle, you look very cute…” 

Selena: “…how often have you been possessed in your haunted house?” 

The man chuckled, “Keren…” 

Selena’s heart skipped a beat when she heard the words. This guy never called 

her by her name, and always called her darling in a cheap way. Calling her by 

her name is definitely not a good thing. 
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Selena looked over with vigilance, “What do you want to do?” 

Yun Shen: “Let’s get back together.” 



Selena: “…” 

“Selena, President Yun, you two get ready, the next round will start soon!” Guo 

Qisheng’s voice sounded not far away. 

Selena stared at Yun Shen like a ghost, and when she heard Guo Qisheng 

calling for someone, she slapped her butt0cks and walked towards the 

shooting location as if running for her life. 

This is the last scene between Selena and Yun Shen. 

Speaking of which, Yun Shen’s plot in this scene is quite brilliant, it is definitely 

a super pretending scene that will make him more fans of his father. 

In the play, Yunhuang was besieged and suppressed by all the immortal sects, 

her life was hanging by a thread, and there was no possibility of escape. 

At this time, Yun Sitian, the legendary big devil who had been in seclusion for 

hundreds of years and never stepped out of the Wan Poison Hall, appeared. 

All the elders, venerables, and masters from the various fairy palaces together 

were like ants in front of him, and Yun Sitian was like entering a land of no 

one, and the bloodbath rescued his daughter on the spot… 

“Aww… finally this scene is finally here! I’m so looking forward to it, I’m so 

looking forward to it! My father Yun is absolutely handsome!” Many book fans 

in the crew were very excited. 

“Father Yun is about to wrap up after this scene, so I can’t bear to part with 

Father Yun, hey!” 

“I can guarantee that when our drama airs, the ratings will explode! Needless 

to say, Xi Ge and Meng Ying Queen, each of our characters will be so 

outstanding even if they are supporting roles!” 



… 

In the anticipation of a group of fans, Selena and Yun Shen were put under 

coercion. 

Not far away, Louis held his chin with an unhappy expression on his face, 

“Dmn it, I have no part in the sex scene with the female lead, nor my part in 

the hero saving the beauty, I must be a fake male lead…” 

Meng Shiyi next to her frowned slightly when she heard this. 

What do you mean without his share? Isn’t she the heroine? 

In fact, Louis did have intimate scenes, as well as scenes where the hero saves 

the beauty, and there were several scenes, but they were all scenes with Meng 

Shiyi, not with Selena. 

In the play, Selena’s force is several blocks away from the male lead, so the 

male lead really has no chance to save her as a hero… 

“Every department is ready! 3, 2, 1, start…” 

After Guo Qisheng gave an order, Selena immediately got into the mood, and 

flew forward with a calm expression while hanging on the wire. 

“Demon girl! Where can I escape…” Several cultivators followed closely behind 

Yunhuang. 

Yunhuang was injured, clutching his abdomen while running away while 

struggling to avoid the attacks of the crowd. 

Finally, Yunhuang was forced to a dead end, and there was a cliff in front of 

her, and there was no way out. 



Yunhuang retreated step by step, and a group of cultivators approached step 

by step, forming a siege, vowing to kill the demon girl here today. 

“Kill her…” 

“Kill her…” 

“The demon girl kills innocent people indiscriminately! She has no conscience! 

What’s more, she shamelessly seduces my disciples from the fairy sect! 

Everyone can be punished…” 

… 

Guo Qisheng waved his hands nervously, motioning for the camera to follow. 

The high-altitude camera on the steel bracket gave Selena an overhead shot. 

Under the sky, the girl casually wiped the blood from the corner of her mouth 

with the back of her hand. It was hard to tell whether it was the color of the 

clothes or the blood all over her body. 

On the verge of desperation, the girl’s face showed no despair and panic, but 

the same arrogance as before, a kind of arrogance that was born to die. 

She is Yun Sitian’s daughter, even if she dies, she must not show the slightest 

fear in front of these people… 
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“You don’t need to talk morally to the demon girl, let’s go together…” 

In an instant, everyone swarmed up with the fairy artifacts, seeing that 

Yunhuang was about to be besieged and turned into sgum. The power of the 

earth… 

Immediately, everyone wailed and fell down in disorder, killing in one move! 



Yunhuang looked at the man flying down from the sky, her expression was a 

little dazed, probably because she knew that she was finally safe, and all her 

strength began to drain quickly… 

When he was on the verge of falling, he fell into a cold and gloomy embrace, 

“Daddy…” 

“Good boy.” Yun Sitian, who was dressed in black clothes, gently put his 

daughter aside, and then looked at those immortals with his extremely cold 

eyes, like Yan Mo Raksha who crawled out of hell… 

Those actors and extras all showed timid expressions from the bottom of their 

hearts. They were righteous just now, but now they all showed timidity, and 

some even staggered and ran away… 

Guo Qisheng nodded again and again, and the assistant director next to him 

sighed, “This President Yun’s acting skills are too good! This look… tsk tsk tsk… 

But… he is acting like a father… Will it be Is it too ambiguous?” 

Guo Qisheng shook his head and said, “No, no, Yun Shen’s handling is very 

good! In the play, Yun Sitian’s wife is the chief disciple of the number one 

immortal sect, and because she fell in love with him, she was looted and killed 

by the immortal sect’s own hands, leaving no bones left. , Yun Sitian hated 

decent people to the bone. 

What happened back then was his biggest obsession and inner demon. Facing 

this only daughter who looked very similar to his wife, watching her being 

besieged by the decent at this moment aroused his memories of his wife 

being killed back then, so his current Doesn’t overperform…” 

The assistant director nodded repeatedly… 

The previous filming is still going on, but the rest is relatively simple. Yun Shen 

does a few cool and pretentious moves to defeat the besiegers, and then adds 

special effects in the later stage, and the scene is over. 



Seeing that everything was going well, there was a sudden change at the 

scene… 

The camera above Selena’s head made a startling “click” sound, then fell off 

the bracket and fell straight in Selena’s direction… 

At this moment, Selena was lying on the ground with her eyes closed, 

pretending to be in a coma, so she didn’t know what was happening in front 

of her eyes. By the time the cameraman exclaimed “Get out of the way”, it was 

already too late… 

The surrounding people also exclaimed in shock: 

“what–“ 

“Selena…” 

… 

When Selena opened her eyes, she only felt a body suddenly pressing down 

on her from the side, and then that body pressed hard in her direction and let 

out a muffled groan… 

“Yun Shen!!!” Selena suddenly lifted Yun Shen who was covering her body and 

helping her to block the heavy blow of the falling camera. 

“Ah-oh my god! Mr. Yun!” 

“Boss Yun!” 

“How are you, Mr. Yun?” 

… 

Everyone in the crew was in a mess. 



“Boss…” Yun Shen’s two bodyguards rushed over quickly, their faces pale with 

fright. 

“What are you yelling about?” Yun Shen straightened up impatiently, his 

movements seemed a little stiff. 

Because he was wearing black clothes, it was impossible to tell whether he was 

injured or not. 

Selena immediately started to take off the long gown with dark patterns on 

Yunshen’s body, and carefully checked it up and down, with an unprecedented 

panic on her face… 

Chapter 1509 

“Honey, there are so many people here! Are you… not good?” 

The sound of the man’s beating came from the man as usual, Selena was so 

angry that she almost gritted her teeth, she couldn’t even care about the many 

staff around her, and cursed, “Are you crazy! Who told you to come here!!!” 

After being scolded bloody, the man seemed in a good mood, “So cruel to the 

savior?” 

Selena ignored him, and pulled off the man’s jacket, revealing the white 

undershirt, when the bright red bloodstains came into view, Selena’s 

complexion suddenly changed, and even her hands began to tremble, “You’re 

bleeding!! !” 

Yun Shen turned his head and glanced at his arm, frowning slightly, “Tsk, what 

a hassle!” 

“My God! Mr. Yun is injured! Call an ambulance!” The people around shouted 

loudly. 



Selena tried her best to calm herself down, but her voice still trembled 

uncontrollably, “No…it’s too late…it’s too late…” 

“Selena, how are you? Are you injured?” Louis squeezed over panting. 

Selena immediately looked at Louis, “Louis, what car did you drive here 

today?” 

Louis was puzzled, “What’s wrong with my big red supercar…?” 

Selena hurriedly helped Yun Shen up, “Take us to the hospital!” 

Louis: “Huh?” 

Selena: “Quick!” 

Louis: “Oh…” 

… 

Not far away, Meng Shiyi watched Yun Shen save Selena regardless of his life, 

and was so jealous that she almost cut her fingernails off. 

Dmn b!tch, she was so fascinated by Yun Shen that she didn’t even want her 

life, and used her noble body to help that b!tch avoid danger… 

On the other side, Selena quickly helped Yun Shen into Louis’s car, and then 

urged Louis to rush to the nearest Imperial Capital First People’s Hospital. 

The back of Yun Shen near the neck was cut by the metal sheet on the camera, 

and blood was bubbling out. Selena tore off the fabric on the skirt and did 

emergency treatment quickly, then firmly pressed her hands Touching the 

wound, he tied the rope and urged Louis who was driving in front, “Louis, can 

you do it! Drive faster! If you can’t, replace me!” 



Louis’s head was full of black lines, “Dmn! Who said I can’t do it! I’m fast 

enough already!” 

Say no to a man. 

Selena kept urging from behind, “Forget about the red light, just drive over if 

no one is there! Hurry up!” 

Louis glanced at Selena’s nervous appearance that he had never seen before 

in the rearview mirror, his face was a bit ugly, and he said in a bad tone, “The 

big man just suffered some skin trauma, why are you so nervous? “ 

Selena said sharply, “Stop talking to me, concentrate on driving your car!” 

Louis had an extremely aggrieved face: “…” 

Obviously you have been urging me to disturb me, hello! It’s also an ex-

boyfriend, wouldn’t it be too discriminatory? 

In the back seat, Yun Shenjing looked at the girl’s frowning brows and the 

beads of sweat dripping from her forehead, and smiled softly, “Duplicity… and 

you said you don’t care about me…” 

Selena stared at the blood that was flowing faster and faster between her 

fingers, “I just don’t want to owe you any more!” 

The man’s eyes dimmed for a moment, he leaned back on the chair, and 

murmured, “Tsk… so cruel… can’t you coax me once?” 

Selena: “Shut up! Stop talking nonsense! Save me some energy!” 

Listening to the conversation between the two people in the back seat, Louis 

felt more and more strange. Could Selena be overly nervous about Yun Shen? 

This ex-boyfriend is really the scariest… 



Chapter 1510 

Finally arrived at the hospital, Selena helped Yun Shen into the emergency 

room as quickly as possible. 

Louis parked the car and was about to chase after him when he caught a 

glimpse of the back seat of his car out of the corner of his eye, his eyes 

widened in shock. 

fcuk… 

It’s just a little skin trauma, why is there so much blood… 

It’s just a bloodbath… 

Louis was in a daze, and before he had time to think, he quickly chased after 

him. 

When Louis arrived, Yun Shen had already been sent to the emergency room, 

and Selena was anxiously wondering who to call. 

“That’s right… the emergency room of the First People’s Hospital of the 

Imperial Capital… okay… hurry up…” 

Louis saw that Selena’s hands were covered in blood, her clothes were also 

covered in blood, and there were bloody footprints in the corridor… 

“Dmn it! Selena, what’s going on? Is this guy injured elsewhere? The blood 

must have been too much…” Louis asked blankly. 

Selena sat down on the bench in the corridor slowly, pinching the space 

between her brows facelessly and tiredly, “He has a blood clotting 

disorder…Once he is injured, the blood cannot be stopped…” 

Besides… there is something even more difficult that Selena didn’t say… 



“I said it!” Louis suddenly realized, no wonder Selena was so nervous. 

He has a little understanding of this disease. There is a friend in the circle who 

usually looks at normal people, but once the bleeding cannot be stopped, it is 

scarier than the aunt… 

Time passed bit by bit, and after an unknown amount of time, the door of the 

emergency room was pulled open. 

A little nurse came out anxiously, “He is bleeding too fast, and it is difficult to 

stop it even with medicines, and he is still Rh-negative AB blood, the hospital’s 

blood bank is not enough, even if transferred from other hospitals, the whole 

city I’m afraid the sum of all of them won’t be able to stop him from going on 

like this…” 

“What? Rh-negative blood… Isn’t this panda blood?” Louis was stunned. 

This product not only has blood clotting disorder, but also extremely rare 

panda blood… Could it be a bit unlucky? 

What Selena was most worried about finally happened, and she said with an 

ugly face, “I have a friend who can stop bleeding with acupuncture, and he is 

already on his way…” 

It will take at least an hour for Annie to come from Taohuawu, and even if she 

comes, the effect of acupuncture to stop bleeding is actually very limited. The 

only way is to use a steady stream of blood to maintain his life and buy time 

for his body to recover, but But his blood type is so special, once the blood 

plasma is used up before the bleeding is stopped, he will die due to excessive 

blood loss… 

The hospital transferred the few remaining generations of plasma from other 

hospitals as quickly as possible, and at the same time, Annie and Kevin also 

arrived. 



Originally, the doctor didn’t agree with Annie to go in. I don’t know what Kevin 

said to the doctor, but the doctor immediately let Annie go… 

Selena waited anxiously outside, her face getting more and more ugly, there 

are really too few people with this blood, the entire emperor fears that there 

are not many people, and there are even fewer records… 

“What’s going on?” Kevin walked up to Selena after communicating with the 

doctor. 

“The camera fell…he blocked it for me…” Selena smiled wryly with a pale face, 

“You ba5tard! Don’t you know the condition of your body! Why do you have 

to be brave!” 

Kevin glanced at Selena and sighed inaudibly. 

Even if you know it, so what, seeing someone you like is in danger, even if you 

know that it may be more dangerous to go by yourself, it is impossible to 

ignore it… 

With a sound of “swipe”, the door of the emergency room was opened again, 

the little nurse’s face became even more ugly, and she brought the bad news, 

“The plasma is used up! The patient’s blood pressure is dropping rapidly… Do 

you know anyone with this blood type?” ?” 

Selena’s face turned pale, with despair appearing on her face… 

At this moment, a sound of steady and powerful footsteps sounded behind 

him, accompanied by the man’s deep voice – “Use my blood.” 

Selena turned around and looked at the man behind her in amazement, 

“Daniel… 

 


